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Today’s attacks require strategic security operations. What if you could not only protect
yourself, but make trust a major asset for your business? As the Trusted Partner for Digital
Transformation, TDG is ready to help. Security decisions you make today can determine your
organization’s security and resilience for years to come. Our comprehensive security services
and our consultants enable you to feel more confident about the actions you take to protect
your office, employees, operations, facilities, and assets.
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fifist, give the most advanced

fifist, automates cyber data

fifist, create a robust security

collection and analytics along
with expert human intelligence to give you the necessary
insights regarding the latest
cyber activity trends

fifist’s comprehensive security

level
of
maturity
and
deployment with wide variety
of custom and commercial
monitoring tools at your
disposal to handle the
individual components of
continuous monitoring.
Organizations supported by
fifist are using advanced
intrusion prevention, next
generation firewalls, advanced
log management systems with
correlation capabilities, realtime
enterprise
network
forensics and SIEM (Sec. Info. &
Event Man.) to consolidate
feeds into alerting systems.

fifist’s SIEM is able to provide

high-level threat context by
pulling data from asset DB,
document or financial systems.

fifist, uncover vital missing
links and discover unknown or
insider threats through the
integration of real-time event
correlation with user and
behavioral analytics.

fifist, equip you with the
abili- ty to accelerate both
detect- ion and remediation
through analytics-driven,
guided investigation tools.

environment with services that
include threat assessments,
policy review, development, and
master planning.

consulting services enable you
to feel more confident about the
actions you take to protect your
office, employees, operations,
facilities, and assets.

fifist has experience on finance,

manufacturing, transportation,
insurance, education, retail,
public and telco. TDG can help
you create a robust security
environment with services
include current and emerging
threat assessments, policy
review, development, and
master planning.
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